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The Art Market

By Chris Murray

These are curious times, and the market is certainly unsettled. I was

recently at an auction at which works by even well-established figures like

Kyffin Williams failed to come anywhere near their reserves. And yet a

week later at a broadly similar sale trade was brisk, with both dealers and

private buyers bidding confidently, sometimes on works that seemed a little

speculative. The Budget announcement of higher taxes for those on high

incomes may well depress some sections of the market, but at the same time

it is - at all levels - a buyer’s market. 

Up North

Several artists who come under the umbrella term ‘Northern Artists’ have

performed consistently well in recent decades. A mixed bag, it’s a category

largely created by the dealers, galleries and auctions houses in Lancashire,

Cheshire and sometimes Yorkshire. They are mostly Lancashire artists, who

benefit from the example of L.S. Lowry (1887-1976), who showed that

mills and rows of terraced houses can be the subjects of art. The very few

Lowry paintings that come on the market can reach many thousands, (1) but

there are occasional drawings (2) and quite a few signed reproductions,

which can command high prices. (3) 

A major living artist in this grouping is William Turner (1920-), who has

built up a strong reputation over a long career, his style broadly

Expressionistic. (4, 5) Unlike the images of several Northern Artists, his

powerful visions of urban landscapes have little of the whimsy other

Lancashire artists have inherited from Lowry. He’s one of the strongest

performers.  

Also well established is Arthur Delaney (1927-1987) whose affectionate

depictions of ‘times gone by’ are similar to those of another well-known

northerner, Helen Bradley (1900-1979) and often feature trams. (6) That a

number of Lancashire artists display a deep nostalgia is easy to understand,

for the region has seen not only the devastating loss of its industries but also

decades of ‘urban regeneration’ that have left countless town centres

soulless modern wastelands. 

The reputation of the artists who styled himself Braaq (Brian Shields; 1951-

1997), and who has featured on these pages before, is slowly rising, though

his repetitive sunsets in acid colours and his bright street scenes with their

ironic allusions to Lowry generally have a limited appeal - so £3,600 is a

very good result. (7) Other artists to watch in this grouping include Theodor

Major, (1908-1999) Harold Riley, (1934-) Trevor Grimshaw, (1947-2001)

Roger Hampson (1925-1996) and Geoffrey Key. (1941-)

A more problematic artist is Lawrence Isherwood. (1917-1988) There have

recently been attempts to promote his works (there is a book in prepa-

ration), but it is clearly hard work. At his best he could produce

Expressionistic paintings full of energy, but his works became increasingly

confused, facile or hesitant, as though he felt frozen before a subject. (8)

was a good result, (9) more usual. Another artist in this group who has not

performed particularly well, interestingly, is Alan Lowndes. (1921-1978)

Like several other Northern Artists, Lowndes was self-taught and

developed a naive style. Many of his paintings - the usual everyday street

scenes in bright colours - are not strong, but his better drawings and

occasional prints are full of lively observation. (10) 

Round and About  

A small oil by André Bicat, (1909-1996) better known as a print maker and

designer, and English despite his name, sold for £340, which is modest

enough considering his better prints can sell for several hundred. (11) Once

well established - there are several works in the Tate - he seems to have lost

favour.  Similarly, the works of Paul Maze (1887-1979) seldom seem to

have the appeal they once had, (12, 13, 14) though in galleries good

examples with a sound provenance can still command good prices. A

Frenchman who settled in England after the First World War, and who knew

such artists as Dufy, (who clearly left his mark) Segonzac, Bonnard and

Art Feature

Laurence Stephen Lowry
(1887-1976), oil on canvas,
Council Estate, signed and
dated 1957, 14 x 10in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Jun 06. HP:
£80,000. ABP: £94,100. 

L S Lowry, signed drawing,
The Manor House, Stow-on-
the-Wold, 36 x 27cm.
Holloways, Banbury. Dec 08.
HP: £7,100. ABP: £8,351. 

Laurence Stephen Lowry
(1887-1976) signed in pencil
print on paper, Industrial Town
Scene with steam engine and
figures, 18 x 21.75in. Biddle &
Webb, Birmingham. Feb 09.
HP: £740. ABP: £870. 

William Turner, The Green
Mill, oil on board. 
Frank Marshall & Co,
Knutsford. Nov 08. HP:
£8,200. ABP: £9,645. 

William Turner, Industrial
town scene with figures, oil on
board. Frank Marshall & Co,
Knutsford. Nov 08. HP:
£8,200. ABP: £9,645. 

Arthur Delaney, Manchester
street scene featuring two No.
27 trams. Frank Marshall &
Co, Knutsford. Nov 08. HP:
£3,300. ABP: £3,881. 

Brian A Shields (BRAAQ),
Snow Scene with Figures,
signed Braaq on board, 15.25
x 19.5in, gilt frame. Hartleys,
Ilkley. Jun 07. HP: £3,600.
ABP: £4,234. 

Lawrence Isherwood (1917-
1988) signed oil on board,
impressionist coastal scene
‘Dusky Water Mevagissey’,
28.25 x 35.25in. Biddle &
Webb, Birmingham. Dec 08.
HP: £1,150. ABP: £1,352. 

Lawrence Isherwood, British,
1917-1988, oil on board,
signed lower right, title verso,
19 x 15.5in. Fellows & Sons,
Hockley, Birmingham. Oct 03.
HP: £460. ABP: £541. 

Alan Lowndes, Meal House
Brow, Stockport, lithograph,
titled in pen, signed in pencil,
34.4 x 24.3cm, and monoprint
of factory buildings by same
hand, signed in pencil, 29.5 x
44.3cm. (2) Rosebery’s, London.
Mar 05. HP: £100. ABP: £117. 
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Derain, Maze brought an authentic French late

Impressionism to very British subjects in sunny,

light-hearted and rather sketchy pastels. His

slightly naive style is not difficult to imitate, so

authenticity is often an issue.      

By contrast, a living artist who has very gradually

become better known and valued is Dora

Holzhandler. (1928-) Born in Paris to Polish

parents, she came to Britain as a child. Her

charming images of daily life clearly place her in

the naive artist category, her paintings rich in

colours and embroidery-like details, with

occasional suggestions of Chagall. (15, 16, 17,

18) Allusions to Jewish, Buddhist and Christian

spirituality underlie her works. Unlike many

naive artists, she did not take to art late in life: she

was taken up by the celebrated gallerist Helen

Lessore in the 1950s. Admirers include Sister

Wendy Beckett, of whom she painted a delightful

portrait.   

James Stroudley (1906-1985) is an artist whose

drawings are particularly valued (curiously his

paintings often do not perform as well as his

drawings might lead one to expect), so £360 for a

fine nude was not a surprise (19) - I later saw this

drawing in a leading gallery with a price tag of

£1,500, and some of his drawings command even

higher prices. Donald McIntyre, who died

recently, (1923-2009) was a dentist who became a

full-time painter in mid life. Though he was born

in Leeds, his family were from Scotland and he

studied and then lived there. He clearly acquired

a style strongly influenced by the Scottish

Colourists. He later lived for over 40 years in

North Wales and so became well known on the

Welsh art scene. Long promoted by several

galleries, his works consistently reach high

prices. (20, 21, 22).  

Leonard McComb, (1930-) who trained in

Manchester and then at the Slade during the

1950s, is an accomplished sculptor, and a

draftsman with a very distinctive graphic style in

which images emerge gradually from a dense web

of fine, searching lines. A recent flower painting

exhibiting his typical quiet sensitivity, which at

times has an almost visionary quality, reached

£3,000; (23) drawings of his have reached that

price at auction, and a few paintings much more.

Finally, among the more unusual works that have

caught my attention was a fascinating image of

mother and child. (24) The woman’s striking

appearance owes a lot to the curious depiction of

women by Henri Fuseli, who was influenced by

Italian Mannerism. I thought £420 was low for a

work so wonderfully redolent of the very

distinctive early Romanticism that flowered

during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. (Horace Walpole, Gothic novels,

Regency fashions, Byron) A stunning image, and

finely executed, though the curiously large and

awkward child may have put many off.  
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Andre Bicat, Warwick Wold,
oil on board, 34 x 28.5cm.
Charterhouse Auctioneers,
Sherborne. Jan 09. HP: £340.
ABP: £399. 

Paul Lucien Maze 1887-
1979, Wooded Landscape,
signed with initials, 37 x
55cm. Rosebery’s, London.
Mar 08. HP: £250. ABP: £294.

Paul Maze (1887-1979)
pastel, Nude combing her
hair, signed, 14 x 21.5in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Feb 09.
HP: £600. ABP: £705.

Paul Lucien Maze 1887-
1979, Jessie, coloured chalk
on grey paper, signed, 62 x
38cm. Rosebery’s, London.
Jan 09. HP: £300. 
ABP: £352. 

Dora Holzhandler (1928-) oil
on canvas board, ‘Family
Meal’, signed, dated 2001,
21.5 x 17.5in. Gorringes,
Lewes. Oct 08. HP: £1,200.
ABP: £1,411.

Dora Holzhandler (1928-) 
oil on canvas, Portobello
market stall, signed and
dated 2003, 20 x 16in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Oct 08.
HP: £1,100. ABP: £1,293. 

Dora Holzhandler (1928-)
gouache, The Ritz, signed
and dated ’92, 14.5 x 13in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Dec 07.
HP: £700. ABP: £823. 

Dora Holzhandler (1928-) 
2 unframed prints, Reclining
nude couple & Mother and
child, signed in pencil.
Gorringes, Lewes. Feb 09.
HP: £160. ABP: £188. 

James Stroudley (1906-1985)
unframed charcoal drawing,
Reclining nude, 14 x 21in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Oct 08.
HP: £360. ABP: £423. 

Donald McIntyre, (born 1923)
‘Cemaes Bay, Anglesey’, view
of a rocky cove with fishing
boats and cottages, board 16
x 20in, signed and inscribed,
cream painted, cloth covered
frame. Canterbury Auction
Galleries, Kent. Aug 05. HP:
£2,800. ABP: £3,293. 

Donald McIntyre, RCA,
Evening Sun, Porthdinllaen,
signed, oil on board, 40 x
50cm. Sworders, Stansted
Mountfitchet. Mar 04. HP:
£2,800. ABP: £3,293. 

Donald McIntyre, ‘Boats on
the Sand’. Frank Marshall &
Co, Knutsford. Nov 08. HP:
£5,200. ABP: £6,116. 

Leonard McComb (1930-) oil
on canvas, ‘Italian Poppies’,
signed and dated 2000, 30 x
24in. Gorringes, Lewes. Jun
07. HP: £3,000. ABP: £3,528.

Attributed to Maynard, bears
initials and date 1796, oil on
canvas, portrait study of a
mother and her sleeping
child, landscape beyond.
55.75 x 44.75in. Biddle &
Webb, Birmingham. Dec 08.
HP: £420. ABP: £494. 
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